Abstract Growth faltering describes a widespread phenomenon that height-and weight-for-age of children in developing countries collapse rapidly in the first two years of life. We study age-specific correlates of child nutrition using Demographic and Health Surveys from 56 developing countries to shed light on the potential drivers of growth faltering. Applying nonparametric techniques and exploiting within-mother variation, we find that maternal and household factors predict best the observed shifts and bends in child nutrition age curves. The documented interaction between age and maternal characteristics further underlines the need not only to provide nutritional support during the first years of life but also to improve maternal conditions.
Introduction
Despite substantial improvements that have been achieved over the last 25 years, child malnutrition is still a pressing problem, mainly in South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. In these two regions alone, 121 million or 38 % of children are stunted-that is, they are too small for their age (United Nations Children's Fund 2013). Stunting in children does not occur uniformly over time: stunting rates have been shown to vary with age, both in cross-sectional and longitudinal data. In their seminal study, using crosssectional data from 39 developing countries, Shrimpton et al. (2001) found a steeply decreasing height-for-age (HAZ, an indicator of stunting) for child cohorts between birth and age 2.
1 They also observed that weight-for-age (WAZ) decreases substantially in age groups of children 3 to 12 months old. In response to these findings, several global health policy and information campaigns have been initiated (see Prentice et al. 2013) .
2 Despite being based on cross-sectional rather than longitudinal data, the literature coined the term "growth faltering" to describe these patterns (see, e.g., Allen 1994) .
In this article, we discuss age-specific correlates of child growth-that is, factors that shift and bend the observed HAZ-age and WAZ-age profiles-in a sample of 56 developing countries. Because models investigating age patterns in child nutrition using cross-sectional data should be specified carefully (Cummins 2013) , we introduce a new modeling approach: mother fixed effects with extensive controls for time trends. Thanks to this methodological improvement, we conjecture that our results could be interpreted as indicative of growth faltering.
Studying the drivers of growth faltering in children is crucial given the overwhelming adverse effects of poor nutritional status in early childhood on later-life outcomes. First and most important, undernutrition profoundly increases the vulnerability to disease and premature death. Worldwide, an estimated 3.1 million or 45 % of annual child deaths can be linked to undernutrition (Black et al. 2008 ). In the longer term, early childhood undernutrition impedes cognitive development (Mendez and Adair 1999) , and the accumulation of human capital and educational achievement (Adair et al. 2013; Gandhi et al. 2011; Glewwe and Jacoby 1995; Glewwe et al. 2001; Maluccio et al. 2009; Victora et al. 2008) . Finally, insufficient nutrition during childhood can lower economic success and productivity in the later stages of life (Hoddinott et al. 2008) .
The main objective of this article is to identify age-specific correlates of child health that would point toward drivers of growth faltering. Previous studies have largely focused on age patterns of growth faltering, either across regions of the world using cross-sectional data (e.g., Prentice et al. 2013; Shrimpton et al. 2001 ) or in single countries for which longitudinal data were available (Maleta et al. 2003) . Some studies also explored underlying age heterogeneities but only to a certain extent and in a limited sample (e.g., Sahn and Alderman 1997) . We, on the other hand, not only explicitly model the nutrition-age profiles, but we also interact them with the "usual suspects" linked to low height-and weight-for-age in order to reveal age heterogeneities. 3 Additionally, we investigate which group of factors (measured at country, community, and mother level) can best predict the observed age patterns.
From the empirical point of view, disentangling the determinants of child growth is not an easy task. A recent conceptual framework by Black et al. (2008) indicates that the underlying causes of household poverty are lack of various forms of capital (human, physical, financial) and of socioeconomic and political stability in countries and regions. And household poverty is, in turn, an immediate cause of poor nutritional status. In particular, poor households and their children are more vulnerable to diseases and food insecurity and are more prone to having poor hygiene and inadequate childcare and nutrition. In other words, the nutritional status is embedded in a complex system where many variables are not observable (e.g., parental ability) or not easily measurable (e.g., political stability).
Our proposed empirical strategy simplifies this system considerably by evaluating age heterogeneities within families. More specifically, we use a large household data set in which some mothers have more than one child under the age 5, and we compare the nutritional status of these children. By comparing siblings, we account for the main impact of both observable and unobservable characteristics of mothers, households, communities, and countries. Thus, we are able to identify age heterogeneities in child growth conditionally on the main effects of these factors.
The value added of our analysis compared against existing studies is thus sixfold. First, we examine age-specific correlates of child growth. Second, we model the profile of HAZ and WAZ as a function of age. 4 We argue that both age profiles and age interactions should always be accounted for when modeling the determinants of child growth (see also Cummins 2013) . Third, we explore a broad set of potential determinants of growth faltering in children, covering biological, socioeconomic, environmental, and macroeconomic factors. Fourth, we study which group of characteristics is the biggest predictor of child growth across age groups. Fifth, we find statistically and economically significant results when we control for mother fixed effects, a comprehensive set of time trends, and age interactions. Previous analyses have used only country or village fixed effects at best. Finally, our results can be regarded as more general because they are based on a large sample of 56 developing countries rather than on one particular country (e.g., Sahn and Alderman 1997) . Apart from ensuring external validity of our findings, the large sample size is crucial for estimating flexible age curves and introducing age interactions and mother fixed effects.
Overall, our most important finding is that maternal and household characteristicsboth observable and unobservable-are the best predictors of age patterns in child nutrition. For instance, the positive correlation between maternal education and child height or weight increases strongly with age, suggesting that maternal education has a cumulative impact on child health.
Previous Research
In this section, we briefly review the relevant literature on (1) the main determinants of child nutrition, (2) growth faltering following the seminal study by Shrimpton et al. (2001) , and (3) age heterogeneities in child growth determinants. We combine these three strands of research in a systematic study of age heterogeneities that can be interpreted as suggestive evidence of growth-faltering drivers for many countries.
First, our empirical model is related to a large literature on the determinants of child nutrition at the country, community, household, and child level. At the country level, macroeconomic growth has been found to benefit child nutrition (Haddad et al. 2003; Headey 2013; Heltberg 2009; Ravallion 1990; Smith and Haddad 2002) . 5 At the 4 Previous studies that have explored age heterogeneities have simply split the sample by age groups (Sahn and Alderman 1997) . 5 Income growth seems to have similar impact independently of whether measured at the country or household level (Haddad et al. 2003) .
community level, a striking link to sanitation-in particular, open defecation-has been documented by Spears (2013) in India. Also, the importance of access to health services for better child nutrition has been frequently noted (e.g., Headey 2013) . At the household level, much of the focus has been on maternal characteristics, such as literacy and education (see Bicego and Boerma 1993; Desai and Alva 1998; Headey 2013; Thomas and Strauss 1992; Thomas et al. 1991) , maternal height (Monden and Smits 2009) , and parity and smoking (Ong et al. 2002) . Finally, risk factors at the child level include birth order (e.g., Rutstein 2005) , preceding birth interval (Dewey and Cohen 2007) , breast-feeding (Ong et al. 2002) , and gender (Jayachandran and Pande 2015) . Second, our study builds on a number of descriptive studies on growth faltering in the spirit of Allen (1994) and Shrimpton et al. (2001) . Victora et al. (2010) verified the Shrimpton et al. (2001) findings in a larger sample of 54 countries and using the new WHO growth standard (WHO 2006) . As their main result, Victora et al. (2010) reported even more striking growth faltering patterns in the first 24 months, thereby confirming that the first two years of life are a "window of opportunity" for nutrition interventions. On a smaller scale, Maleta et al. (2003) used longitudinal rather than cross-sectional evidence from Malawi, finding that height and weight faltering occurs during the first 36 months and 3 to 12 months of life, respectively. Further nutrition-age curves were reported by Martorell and Young (2012) for India and Guatemala, by Engebretsen et al. (2008) for Uganda, and by Saha et al. (2009) based on longitudinal data covering the first 24 months of life of children in Bangladesh.
Third, with only a few exceptions, the literature on child health determinants in developing countries has not investigated age heterogeneities in a systematic way, possibly because of small sample sizes. Moreover, studies that did look at age heterogeneities did not include a comprehensive set of age interactions in their regression models. In a study on Mozambique, Sahn and Alderman (1997) split the sample into children younger than and older than 24 months of age and found that while maternal education is important for younger children, household income matters for the older group. Fernald et al. (2012) found that positive gradients associated with wealth and education tend to grow in importance over the first two years of life. Comparable wealth-age patterns also hold for a wide array of child development measures in data from Madagascar (see Fernald et al. 2011 ). Fotso et al. (2012 used longitudinal data from Kenya and reported that "assets poverty and subjective poverty have stronger relationships [. . .] with undernutrition at older age (24 months or older for assets poverty, and 12 months or older for subjective poverty)." More recently, Headey et al. (2015) tried to explain substantial improvements in nutritional status of Bangladeshi children using five rounds of Demographic and Health Surveys. Although the authors reported large upward shifts of the HAZ-age profile due to economic growth, the shape of the age profile has not changed, which indicates that growth faltering is still a problem. A study using Indonesian panel data by Cameron and Williams (2009) found that even though household poverty is associated with lower child health, this effect is not magnified as children age. This result is in line with evidence from England (Currie et al. 2007 ) but is in contrast with evidence from the United States and Canada, where health conditions of children from disadvantaged families do worsen as they age (Case et al. 2002; Currie and Stabile 2003) . Finally, a few studies have examined health inequality (rather than child nutrition) across the whole age distribution. For instance, Diaz (2002) looked at chronic health problems, self-assessed health scores, and health expectancy in Brazilian children and adults, and concluded that "pro-rich inequalities increase with age" (p. 153).
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to systematically investigate agespecific correlates of child growth for a large array of covariates and countries. Whereas most studies have identified differential effects between two predefined age groups, we look across the whole age distribution of under-5 children. More importantly, we introduce a new mother fixed-effects model with a comprehensive set of time-trend controls and age interactions, thus coming closer to the identification of possible growth-faltering drivers.
6 Additionally, we also aim at quantifying the set of covariates that best explains the observed age heterogeneities.
Data
The data on children, their mothers, and household characteristics stem from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS). Our sample comprises 56 countries in which the DHS surveys were conducted between 2001 and 2013; we always take the most recent survey since 2000. A list of countries and sample sizes for each survey is available in Online Resource 1, Table S1 .
Our sample includes all six world regions, as classified by the World Bank: subSaharan Africa (SSA; 31 countries), Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC; 8 countries), Europe and Central Asia (ECA; 7 countries), South Asia (SA; 5 countries), Middle East and North Africa (MENA; 3 countries), and East Asia and Pacific (EAP; 2 countries). The data contain information on 262,130 mothers along with their 350,152 children younger than 5 years. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of all variables used in the analysis.
The dependent variables in our analysis are the standard measures of nutritional status of children: z scores of height-for-age (HAZ) and weight-for-age (WAZ). Children in our final sample are, on average, 1.51 standard deviations shorter for their age than the median of the WHO child growth standard. In terms of weight-for-age, the average z score is -1.28: that is, these children are, on average, 1.28 standard deviations below the median weight in the reference population. Age ranges from 0 to 59 months, with an average of 29.1 months, and the age distribution is roughly uniform.
7
Potential explanatory variables are measured at the child, mother, household, and country level. Children's characteristics that are identified as potential determinants of child growth are gender, birth order, preceding birth interval, and breast-feeding. Mother's characteristics of importance are her height, mortality of her children (to proxy the immediate health environment), age at first marriage, literacy and education, parity, and smoking.
Household characteristics of interest are differences in parental education (Thomas et al. 1990 ), household size (Lanjouw and Ravallion 1995) , access to electricity "Difference" refers to the difference between MFE and non-MFE sample; all differences are statistically significant at 1 % level with the exception of underlined italic differences (significant at 10 % level) and underlined bold differences (insignificant).
a Variable takes a value of 1 if the corresponding underlying variable is equal to or lower than the overall sample median, and 0 otherwise. Variable "country had low under-5 mortality in survey year" is an exception: it indicates that the child lives in a country with under-5 mortality below the median in this sample of 56 countries.
Age-Specific Correlates of Child Growth (Thomas and Strauss 1992) , access to sanitation (Spears 2013) , access to health centers (Mani 2012; Schott et al. 2013) , wealth (Fernald et al. 2012; Schott et al. 2013) , and area of residence (Fink et al. 2014) . 8 Given that previous evidence has suggested that child health is linked to macroeconomic conditions, we use GDP per capita, countrylevel under-5 mortality and calories availability, and a drought indicator as a proxy of exogenous shocks (Hoddinott and Kinsey 2001) . All variables are measured at the time of the survey.
9
Similar to Shrimpton et al. (2001) , we currently do not have comparable longitudinal data across many countries and regions of the world that would allow us to document growth faltering on a larger scale. Therefore, we use cross-sectional data in which children are observed only once, thus identifying age-specific correlates, heterogeneities across age groups, or cross-sectional dips in child growth rather than growth faltering per se.
10 Nevertheless, we argue that our preferred mother fixed-effects specification with extensive controls for time trends is indeed pointing toward the drivers of growth faltering. At the same time, it is important to note that this specification reduces our sample to mothers with at least two children whose anthropometric measures were taken (i.e., children under age 5) because it compares children of different ages within a household.
11
Figure 1 underlines that age profiles differ substantially for HAZ and WAZ.
12
Whereas HAZ decreases substantially in the first 21 months of life, it remains fairly stable afterward, with only minor fluctuations. WAZ, on the other hand, decreases smoothly, and the rate of decrease slows with age. Based on this difference in the observed patterns, the HAZ-age and WAZ-age profiles are modeled differently in our regression models: WAZ is specified as a logarithmic function of age, thus allowing the rate of decline to decrease with age, whereas HAZ is specified as a linear function of age with a structural break. The latter procedure enables estimating different slopes before and after a certain age threshold and is consistent with the observed pattern of a steep negative slope followed by a horizontal line. The age threshold was estimated at 21 months of life in the overall sample.
13

Descriptive Evidence on Age-Specific Correlates of Child Growth
Before moving to the regression analysis, we offer descriptive evidence on the crosssectional age profiles of HAZ and WAZ. First, we explore regional patterns and relate them to stages of economic development. Afterward, we decompose age profiles by demographic characteristics and socioeconomic conditions.
Cross-Sectional Age Profiles Across Regions and Stages of Economic Development
There are substantial differences in age curves across regions of the world, as illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 2 . Although height-for-age decreases steeply up to the age group of roughly 21 months in all regions (except for ECA, up to 35 months), the extent of this dip differs greatly: whereas older age groups in MENA, LAC, and ECA regions exhibit smaller declines, the dips are significantly more pronounced in SSA and South and East Asia.
14 Interestingly, SSA 13 We define structural break as the age with the lowest weighted average value of HAZ. 14 One methodological implication of these regional differences for later regression analyses is that we need to estimate region-specific age thresholds for HAZ and allow the nutrition-age profiles to vary by region.
is economically worse off than both East (EAP) and South Asia (SA) but better off in terms of HAZ and WAZ. There are two debated explanations for this pattern-(1) genetic differences and (2) different social preferences (in particular, the eldest son preference in parts of Asia). A recent study by Jayachandran and Pande (2015) showed that male firstborns in India tend to be taller than male firstborns in SSA, whereas the later-born Indian children are shorter than the firstborn son and than their counterparts in SSA. And indeed, a closer look into our data suggests that son preference could explain the observed regional differences in age curves. 15 Nevertheless, we cannot exclude the possibility that genetics also matters-for instance, through differential growth paths or different propensity to respond to environmental conditions.
Because the world regions differ in their stages of economic development, we now examine to which extent the severity of cross-sectional dips in ageprofiles is associated with a country's GDP. In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, we plot country-level changes in z scores between age groups 0-3 and 21-24 months against economic conditions. We find less pronounced dips when GDP per capita is high. In other words, economic development is associated with flatter age curves. When we fit a linear regression line, the difference in the predicted HAZ dip between the richest and the poorest country amounts to 1.31; the corresponding dip for WAZ is 1.30.
Child Growth Age Profiles by Demographic and Socioeconomic Characteristics
Apart from macroeconomic conditions, the nutrition-age curves may also differ by demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. In what follows, we graph age curves by commonly used determinants of nutritional status at the child (Fig. 3) , mother (Fig. 4) , and household level (Fig. 5) .
First, do age curves vary by gender and birth order? The top panel of Fig. 3 reports no sizable differences for female and male children across age groups. On the other hand, we do see important and long-lasting differences when considering birth order in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 . Although HAZ of young cohorts does not differ by birth order, later-born children are noticeably worse off among older cohorts. Interestingly, this birth order difference is found also for weight (WAZ) of older cohorts, even though the firstborn children have considerably lower weight at birth.
Second, can we observe age heterogeneities by maternal characteristics, such as mother's height and education? According to the top panel of Fig. 4 , children of tall mothers are taller and heavier already at birth, and this difference is not substantially higher for older age cohorts. On the other hand, 15 When we split the regional age curves by birth order, we find that there are few differences between firstborn and later-born children in SSA, EAP, and SA excluding India. In India, however, the age profile shows a substantially bigger dip for later-born children. Additionally, the age curve of firstborn Indians is similar to that of African children, thus confirming the findings of Jayachandran and Pande (2015) . Furthermore, we find that HAZ at birth does not significantly differ among SSA, SA, and India; in EAP, however, it is by approximately 1 standard deviation higher. On the other hand, mothers in SSA are 6cm taller than Asian mothers, and there is no important difference within Asia. Thus, we see that babies initially have similar length and height, and differences emerge only for older children and adults. maternal education, an often-cited strong correlate of child growth, is associated with a substantively smaller dip in HAZ and WAZ (bottom panel of Fig. 4) .
Finally, Fig. 5 displays how cross-sectional correlation between child growth and age groups varies by area of residence and household wealth. Both correlates affect the shape of age curves: children living in rural areas and in 
Regression Model
So far, we have documented important age heterogeneities with respect to observable predictors of child nutrition in a bivariate framework. However, it is unclear how robust these patterns are to accounting for a wide array of covariates, time trends, and unobservable factors. To eliminate the latter, we propose to use a mother fixed-effects model that compares children of different ages born to the same mother. The biggest advantage of this approach is that it enables us to control not only for observable variables, such as mother's education and household infrastructure, but also-and more importantly-for mother-, household-, and country-level unobservable characteristics, such as maternal ability, social status of the household, and political stability in the country. Furthermore, we introduce interactions between the age profile and characteristics of interest in order to verify how, say, maternal factors such as education and height correlate with height-for-age across different age groups. In order to model interactions between demographic and socioeconomic characteristics and height-for-age (haz) age profile of child k, born to mother m, in household h, country c, and region r, we specify the following model:
where the coefficient vector β 1 captures the main association between HAZ and child's age in months. The literature has found this coefficient to be negative (see Victora et al. 2010) . As discussed in the Data section, we model the kink in the HAZ-age curve with the dummy variable structural break, which varies by region. 16 Additionally, the entire HAZ-age profile is allowed to differ by region through an interaction with R r , a matrix of regional dummy variables. The matrices K, M, H, and C collect characteristics that vary at the level of the child (child's gender, birth order), mother (mother's height, age at marriage, education), household (wealth quintile, area of residence), and country (drought, under-5 mortality, and GDP per capita in the survey year), respectively. We also add year-of-survey fixed effects to control for the 2001-2013 time span between the surveys. We present regression results based on 10 of 17 potential explanatory variables; five additional variables are considered in subsample analyses. The final set of variables is selected based on two criteria: (1) the variable exhibits significant interaction terms in a univariate regression explaining either HAZ or WAZ, and (2) the interaction terms of the selected variables remain significant also in the full regression on either HAZ or WAZ.
17
16 Region-specific structural breaks were estimated as follows: 18 (SSA region), 21 (MENA, SA regions), 22 (EAP region), 23 (LAC region), and 35 (ECA region) months of life. 17 Of the 17 candidate variables, the following seven did not fulfill these criteria: mother's parity, mother suffered any child deaths, maternal literacy, difference in parental education, household size, access to electricity, and access to sanitation (cluster level). Variables shown only in subsample analyses because of data unavailability in several countries are preceding birth interval, breast-feeding, maternal smoking, access to health centers (cluster level), and calories availability (country level).
Because the main purpose of this article is to estimate how demographic and socioeconomic characteristics bend the nutrition-age curve, we interact child age in months with the observable characteristics K, M, H, and C. Vector β 4 captures to which extent the age profile bends in young age, before the structural break occurs. Similarly, we interact the variables with the structural break itself, storing the associated coefficients in the vector β 5 . Furthermore, we add two additional interaction terms to complete the model. So far, Eq.
(1) represents a simple ordinary least squares (OLS) model in which many relevant factors might be unobserved and the coefficients might be therefore biased. In order to account for unobservable characteristics (measured at mother or any higher level) that determine child height, we decompose the error term in Eq. (1) into two parts:
where υ mhcr represents a mother fixed effect (MFE). 18 Estimation of Eq. (1) with the error term as specified in Eq. (2) corresponds to a "within-mother" transformation after which all mother-, household-, and country-specific variables M, H, and C, and year-ofsurvey fixed effects drop out:
Note that even though the fourth term in Eq. (1) is reduced to K kmhc ′ β 3 , we are still able to identify the coefficients of interest β 4 and β 5 for all variables K, M, H, and C.
One limitation of our study is that we are using cross-sectional rather than longitudinal data to investigate age-specific correlations. To eliminate as many potential confounding factors as possible, we net out time trends and seasonalities that may overlap with the age group comparisons by adding (1) country-specific linear time trends in terms of year of birth, (2) year-of-birth fixed effects, (3) 12 calendar-month-ofbirth fixed effects, and (4) 12 difference-between-calendar-month-of-survey-and-calendar-month-of-birth fixed effects. Year-of-survey and month-of-survey fixed effects are already captured by the MFE.
Although we focus primarily on results for height-for-age, we also present complementary evidence using weight-for-age (waz) as a dependent variable. The corresponding semi-logarithmic model after the "within-mother" transformation is specified as follows 19 :
Finally, note that we weight the regressions with population-size-adjusted sampling weights and cluster standard errors at the primary sampling unit (i.e., cluster) level.
Results
Which cross-sectional child growth correlates can be associated with the observed dips, bends, and breaks in the age curves in Figs. 1-5 ? In what follows, we present two sets of regression models identifying age-specific correlates of child health: a simple OLS model (as in Eq. (1)) and an MFE model (Eqs. (2)-(4)). We present both the main effects of the variables of interest and their interactions with the age profile. The left panel of Table 2 summarizes the OLS model for height-for-age. The first column presents the main correlation between our variables and height-for-age before the structural break (β 3 ), whereas the third column shows this correlation after the structural break-that is, for the older age group (β 5 ). Intuitively, β 3 and β 5 represent an upward or downward shift of the age curve before and after the structural break, respectively. The second column, on the other hand, lists the interactive effects between each variable and age before the structural break (β 4 ), thus modeling the bend of the age profile for younger cohorts. The right panel of Table 2 shows the same set of coefficients estimated in the MFE model. 20 19 The model for weight-for-age is specified with a logarithmic function of age instead of the structural break, as discussed in the Data section. Additionally, an alternative specification of WAZ as a quadratic function of age is estimated as a robustness check in Table S2 in Online Resource 1. 20 The MFE model is estimated on deviations from maternal means, which means that the coefficients are identified by comparing siblings. As a result, we cannot estimate the direct effect of maternal, household, and country characteristics on child height.
Height-for-Age OLS Results
The OLS model in Table 2 (column 1) suggests that height-for-age is correlated with being a female child (+), birth order (+), maternal height (+) and education (+), rural residence (-), and drought shocks (+) in the first 21 months of life. Notes: OLS and mother fixed effects (MFE) estimations are shown. Dependent variable is z score of height-forage. Mother's education is measured in four levels: no education, primary, secondary, and higher education. Country-level variables of drought, under-5 mortality, and GDP are measured in the year of the survey. "Break" is a region-specific dummy variable that takes a value of 1 if the child is older than 18 (SSA region), 21 (MENA, SA regions), 22 (EAP region), 23 (LAC region), and 35 (ECA region) months old; and 0 otherwise. Coefficients of age, "break," "age × break," their interactions with regional dummy variables (to allow for the main HAZ-age profile to vary by region), "age × break × variable," year-of-survey fixed effects, and a constant are estimated but not shown. MFE specification also includes country-specific time trends, year-ofbirth fixed effects, calendar-month-of-birth fixed effects, and difference-between-calendar-month-of-surveyand-calendar-month-of-birth fixed effects. Coefficients of variables that do not vary among siblings cannot be estimated in MFE specification. Regressions are weighted using sampling weights that adjust for population size. Standard errors are clustered at the primary sampling unit (cluster) level and are shown in parentheses. a Binary variable. † p < .10; *p < .05
The main coefficients of interest measuring differential effects of variables by age are displayed in the second column. All demographic and socioeconomic variables interacted with age are significant-they are important correlates in child growth models. Some variables are associated with a pull away from, while others are correlated with a push toward, the median child in the healthy reference population. Pull factors (or negative correlations) are found for birth order, the lowest wealth quintile, rural households, and under-5 mortality and drought shocks at the time of the survey. Push factors (or positive correlations) are detected for being a female child; maternal height, education, and age at marriage; and GDP per capita. Column 3 indicates that most of these bends (push or pull) before the structural break lead to a long-lasting upward or downward shift (level effect) of the age profile afterward. In particular, signs of significant coefficients in column 3 go in the same direction as the age interactions in column 2.
Note that some of the main effects in column 1 are insignificant and/or of counterintuitive sign (e.g., drought, GDP per capita). Most likely, the naïve OLS estimates are capturing omitted structural characteristics across countries, communities, and households, which in turn bias the coefficients. For instance, drought at the time of the survey is, counterintuitively, positively associated with HAZ (β 3 ). However, countries vulnerable to drought are likely to be systematically different in terms of time-invariant factors. Therefore, a better comparison would consider children in the same household and examine how the same drought shock affects them as a function of their age (see the upcoming MFE models). Nevertheless, even the simple OLS model illustrates that age structure is important when explaining cross-sectional correlates of child growth because the interactions of drought with age and the structural break variable in columns 2 and 3 are significant and negative.
Height-for-Age MFE Results
The MFE model identifies age heterogeneities within families, thus addressing some of the problems of unobserved heterogeneity. As shown in the right panel of Table 2 , column 5, six age interactions are significant and sizable in magnitude: maternal height (+), education (+), and age at marriage (+), as well as the poorest wealth quintile (-), under-5 mortality (-), and GDP per capita (+). Most of these variables bend the age profile so strongly that they lead to a significant long-lasting shift for older cohorts (column 6).
Notably, the effects of the country-level factors are more sizable in the MFE than in the OLS model. Drought is significantly associated with lower height-for-age among the age groups past the structural break, which occurs around 21 months of age. The effect is roughly double the size of the naïve OLS estimates, indicating omitted variable bias in the OLS. The measure of local disease environment, or under-5 mortality, is also strongly correlated with "pulling" children away from the healthy growth curve as they age.
Having identified the main age heterogeneities in the correlates of height, the next step is to establish their importance (i.e., the magnitudes of the estimated age effects). In what follows, we focus on variables that display significant interactions with age and the structural break in the MFE model. For example, the coefficient associated with maternal education (0.008) implies that going from no education to elementary education is associated with an increase in HAZ by 0.048 for a 6-month-old, compared with 0.096 for a 12-month-old baby in the same household. 21 These effect sizes correspond to 3 % and 6 % of the sample mean in HAZ, respectively. In addition, because of this strong divergence in the first 21 months, the upward shift in the age curves associated with each level of maternal education is 0.151 after the structural break (see column 6 in Table 2 ). This additional level effect (on top of the unidentified main effect of education) corresponds to 10 % of the sample mean for each level of education, which amounts to 40 % of the average HAZ when comparing mothers with no versus tertiary education.
Apart from maternal characteristics, country-level variables also matter. In countries where under-5 mortality is 1 percentage point higher (i.e., an increase of 10 deaths per 1,000 live births), the HAZ is 0.036 z scores lower for every six months. This sixmonth decrease corresponds to 2.5 % of the sample mean of height-for-age.
Other variables that have been shown to be important for child growth and "growth faltering" are available for only a smaller subset of the data. These include access to health services (Mani 2012; Schott et al. 2013 ) and maternal or uterine factors (Ong et al. 2002) . In an additional analysis (Tables S4 and S5 in Online Resource 1), we find only weak or insignificant correlations with access to health services, maternal smoking, breast-feeding, and measures of calories availability at the country level. However, we do find that the correlation of birth interval and child growth magnifies as we move up the age ladder.
Weight-for-Age Results
In the MFE specification of the WAZ model (Table 3 , columns 5 and 6), we find similarly striking age heterogeneities: three child growth correlates are associated with pulls away from (being a girl, drought shocks, and under-5 mortality) and three with pushes toward (mother's age at marriage and education, and GDP per capita) the "healthy" growth curve as we climb up the age ladder. Again, the interaction term between maternal education and child's age in months is sizable and significant: children born to mothers with higher educational level (e.g., secondary vs. primary education) gain by 0.072 z scores more in their height when moving up the age curve from 0 to 10 months than children of less-educated mothers. This effect corresponds to a substantial 6 % of the sample mean in weight-for-age. In years of drought, the loss in z score is 0.28, or 22 % of the sample mean.
To sum, maternal education and age at marriage as well as country variables (drought, GDP per capita, and under-5 mortality) are important age-specific correlates of child growth in terms of both height and weight. Some of these variables were identified as strong correlates of child health also in studies that do not take into account age-specific effects. Our results underline that age heterogeneities in these correlations should be accounted for in regression models of child nutrition. In other words, there is evidence of important health gradients.
Sample Selection and Representativeness
Our preferred MFE model relies on within-mother variation, which is available only for mothers with more than one child in the sample. On the one hand, the MFE estimation has strong internal validity compared with OLS. On the other hand, the external Notes: OLS and mother-fixed effects (MFE) estimations are shown. Dependent variable is z score of weightfor-age. Mother's education is measured in four levels: no education, primary, secondary, and higher education. Country-level variables of drought, under-5 mortality, and GDP are measured in the year of the survey. Coefficient of logarithm of age, its interaction with regional dummy variables (to allow for the main WAZ age profile to vary by region), year-of-survey fixed effects, and a constant are estimated but not shown. MFE specification also includes also country-specific time trends, year-of-birth fixed effects, calendar-monthof-birth fixed effects, and difference-between-calendar-month-of-survey-and-calendar-month-of-birth fixed effects. Coefficients of variables that do not vary among siblings cannot be estimated in MFE specification. Regressions are weighted using sampling weights that adjust for population size. Standard errors are clustered at the primary sampling unit (cluster) level and are shown in parentheses. a Binary variable. † p < .10; *p < .05 validity, or "representativeness," of the sample is slightly different, but not dramatically so. Table 1 shows averages of the main variables in the full and reduced sample. Because of the large sample size, differences in averages are statistically significant but often small in magnitude. Overall, one can say that children in the MFE sample are on average slightly worse off in terms of nutrition and maternal, household, and country characteristics. Nevertheless, our ultimate goal is the "representativeness" of the estimated coefficients, even if the sample differs along some dimensions. In the WAZ estimation (Table 2) , we find stable and qualitatively similar coefficients in OLS estimations from the full and the restricted sample; the magnitudes vary slightly. 22 For instance, the coefficients on maternal education are 0.142 in the full sample and 0.146 in the reduced sample, despite the more substantial difference in the average values (shown in Table 1 ). The corresponding age-education interaction is less pronounced and more imprecise in the reduced sample using OLS (but not when mother fixed effects are introduced). To take into account these variations in coefficients, we interpreted them relative to the sample mean of the dependent variables.
Grouping Age-Specific Correlates of Child Growth
So far, we have shown that age profiles differ by regions and by individual characteristics of the child, mother, or household (Figs. 3-5) , and we have quantified these differences using within-mother variation (multivariate regression analyses in the Regression Model and Results sections). In this section, we combine these approaches in a multivariate graphical analysis (see Fig. 6 ). We first graph age curves without any covariates (gray solid line) and then add variables from our regression analyses as controls (black dash-dotted line), country fixed effects (gray dashed line), cluster fixed effects (black dashed line), and finally mother fixed effects (black solid line). 23 We always plot residuals obtained after netting out these factors.
The graphs can be interpreted under two aspects. First, one can look at changes in the shape of the curves when covariates and fixed effects are netted out. Second, one can examine shifts away or toward the zero line. The closer the curve is to the zero line (i.e., the smaller the residual), the better the model fits the data and explains age heterogeneities. Figure 6 suggests that inclusion of basic explanatory variables and country fixed effects does not have major implications neither in terms of shape nor shifts of the curves, both for height-and weight-for-age. On the contrary, community-and even more so, mother fixed effects-models fare much better, in particular for height-forage. Up to 45 months, the MFE model predicts age patterns best (by pushing the residual age curve toward the zero line). Because mother fixed effects include a broad array of factors (e.g., country, community, and maternal factors), the resulting reduction in residual variance is not surprising. However, it is noticeable that the many cluster 22 HAZ results are qualitatively similar and available in Online Resource 1, Table S3 . 23 Given that local polynomial smooths cannot be estimated while controlling for additional covariates in STATA, we take a different approach. First, we regress HAZ and WAZ on a set of variables. Then we save residuals from this regression and graph them with a local polynomial smooth in Fig. 6 . fixed effects-which account for community or "village" unobservable characteristics and are hierarchically just above the mother level-seem to have only one-half of the predictive power compared with the MFE. One possible explanation is that mothers are the "factor" in the closest contact with the babies, and the actual impacts of, say, community factors are likely shaped, compensated, or reinforced by mothers and their behavior.
Last, note that while the dips and bends are less pronounced using within-mother variation, they do remain. What is more, we observe an increase in the MFE residual after 21 months. However, this increase cannot be undoubtedly attributed to "catch-up growth" among older age groups for two reasons. First, given that the age range in our sample is restricted to 0-5 years, the observed increase could simply be an artifact of the data. Observing age cohorts up to, say, 14 years would offer a more appropriate base for catch-up growth statements. Second, as Lundeen et al. (2014) pointed out, such patterns could also stem from higher variance of HAZ among older children.
Discussion and Conclusion
Undernutrition and growth faltering still hamper the socioeconomic progress of many developing countries. Although the percentage of stunted children fell from 40 % in 1990 to 27 % in 2010 across the globe, most of this decrease is reportedly driven by improvements in Asia. By contrast, the proportion of stunted children in Africa has been stagnating at approximately 40 %; and because of the persistent population growth there, the absolute number of stunted children has been actually increasing (see de Onis et al. 2012) . Our article underlines that apart from being widespread, stunting varies across age groups in all developing regions, not only in Africa. The original study by Shrimpton et al. (2001) on growth faltering sparked a focus on critical windows of child development. Height and weight are relatively low among many of the young children in our sample, pointing to substantial growth faltering. Our contribution to the discussion on undernutrition consists mainly in identifying agespecific correlates of child growth with more rigorous estimation methods than was done in the past. In particular, we pinpoint a wide range of correlates in a large sample of developing countries using both nonparametric and fully age-interacted MFE models. Unlike some single-country studies (Sahn and Alderman 1997) , we do find that, for instance, the correlation of maternal education is magnified among the older age groups. We conjecture that our MFE models with an extensive set of time trends can be suggestive of heterogeneous growth faltering in early childhood.
Understanding socioeconomic gradients in child growth can inform cost-benefit analysis, such as assessing the returns to maternal education in terms of average height-for-age. In a simple OLS model that does not take into account age interactions (results not shown), moving from no maternal education to primary education is associated with a general 0.164 increase in HAZ. Incorporating age heterogeneities, however, changes the picture (see the left panel, Table 2 ): the marginal effect of maternal education amounts to an increase in HAZ by 0.065, 0.125, 0.182, and 0.206 standard deviations for newborns, 12-, 24-, and 36-month-old children, respectively. To illustrate the possible impact of such an increase in HAZ, note that a longterm study in Guatemala by Hoddinott et al. (2011:33) showed that boosting child's height-for-age by 1 standard deviation at the age of 36 months "raises the per capita consumption level of the household that they live in by nearly 20 percent" in adulthood.
What could theoretically explain some of the age heterogeneities that we observe within a family? Our main outcome, HAZ, is an indicator of child health that was accumulated over time (Rieger and Wagner 2015) . And accumulation of health capital can slow down because of adverse socioeconomic conditions and chronic illness (Case et al. 2002) . In this sense, if unfavorable conditions persist, they might have a magnifying negative impact on the accumulated "stock" of health, whereas favorable conditions might amplify the positive effects. For instance, maternal education may lead to better maternal behaviors and access to health and childcare (Caldwell and Caldwell 1993; Desai and Alva 1998) at each point of a child's (early) life. These positive maternal impacts may add up over time, thus speeding up child development and the accumulation of health capital.
Our article also aims at finding the best empirical predictors of age heterogeneities in child nutrition (see the earlier section, Grouping Age-Specific Correlates of Child Growth). We show that even when mother fixed effects are accounted for, age interactions remain important covariates in child growth regressions. Furthermore, mother fixed effects (as opposed to, say, cluster fixed effects) are a good predictor of what has been coined the first "1,000 days" of child development. In particular, maternal characteristics seem to have the strongest influence up to 45 months, which is well beyond the often quoted two-year opportunity window.
Finally, we would like to discuss limitations and possible avenues for future research. First, it would be useful to apply our modeling approach to investigate undernutrition patterns among children older than 5 years. If children can recover from spells of early growth faltering, it is of interest to see the impacts of such a recovery. As Crookston et al. (2013 Crookston et al. ( :1555 noted, a boost in "child growth after early faltering might have significant benefits on schooling and cognitive achievement." Second, we have exclusively focused on height-and weight-for-age z scores. Other measures of health may yield different insights. For instance, Cameron and Williams (2009) detected no significant age heterogeneities in the correlation between household income and selfreported health for Indonesian children between 0 and 14 years. Third, it would be interesting to examine whether actual investment patterns of parents (e.g., nutritional inputs, medical care, hygiene, quality of water, parental time allocation) as a function of their child's age are in line with the child growth age profiles documented in this article. Fourth, one could consider also other relevant factors, such as child's medical history or chronic illnesses, which are unfortunately not available in our data. Fifth, in the absence of comparable panel data for a large number of countries, we had to rely on crosssectional data. Despite our new modeling approach based on within-mother variation, our analysis is still limited to age-specific correlates of child growth. Panel data, on the other hand, would allow studying the actual "drivers" of growth faltering. Future research could contrast and cross-validate panel and cross-sectional analyses in countries where both are available. Related to this, it would be also interesting to investigate how the age profiles of child anthropometrics vary within a given region or country over time-in particular, following periods of rapid economic growth.
